Abstract. Probabilistic properties of Cox processes of relevance for statistical modelling and inference are studied. Particularly, we study the most important classes of Cox processes, including log Gaussian Cox processes, shot noise Cox processes, and permanent Cox processes. We consider moment properties and point process operations such as thinning, displacements, and superpositioning. We also discuss how to simulate speci c Cox processes.
Introduction
Spatial point pattern datasets occur in a variety of sciences, and the theory of spatial point processes and their applications have been treated in various textbooks, including Stoyan, Kendall & Mecke (1995) , Lieshout (2000) , Diggle (2003 ), M ller & Waagepetersen (2003 , and Baddeley, Gregori, Mateu, Stoica & Stoyan (2006) . Indeed this is an active research area, and the purpose of the present paper is to discuss recent advances in a special topic, namely spatial Cox process theory. A Cox process X on the d-dimensional Euclidean space R d results from a doubly stochastic process given by a random non-negative function = ( (u)) u2R d such that X conditional on is a Poisson process with intensity function . The Cox process can also be speci ed by the random Downloaded from jsri.srtc.ac.ir at 7:18 +0330 on Friday January 4th 2019 [ DOI: 10.18869/acadpub.jsri.2.1.89 ] intensity measure M(B) = R B (u) du, and it should be obvious that many of the de nitions and results in this paper easily extend to a Cox process driven by a random measure which is not necessarily absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. Cox processes constitute the most useful class of spatial point process models for aggregated point patterns, where the statistical aspects are studied in the above-mentioned textbooks and in M ller & Waagepetersen (2006) , while probabilistic aspects are studied in Grandell (1976) , Kingman (1993) and Daley & Vere-Jones (2003) .
This paper focuses on the probabilistic properties of Cox processes which are important for statistical modelling and inference. Section 2 provides some background material on spatial point processes and particularly the Poisson process. Due to its mathematical tractability, the Poisson process has enjoyed popularity out of proportion to its realism. In Section 3, we therefore introduce Cox processes and study some of their general properties. The main section is Section 4, where we study the most important classes of Cox processes, namely log Gaussian Cox processes (M ller, Syversveen & Waagepetersen, 1998) and shot noise Cox processes (Brix, 1999 and M ller, 2003) together with mixed Poisson processes and also a new class of models called permanent Cox processes (McCullagh & M ller, 2005) . In particular, we consider moment properties and point process operations such as thinning, displacements, and superpositioning. We also consider how to simulate speci c Cox processes, since simulation is an indispensable tool for statistical inference Waagepetersen, 2003 and .
Preliminaries

Fundamental De nitions
For simplicity and ease of presentation, we de ne a spatial point process on R d as a locally nite random set X R d , meaning that for any bounded Borel set B R 2 , the number of points in X B = X \ B is a nite random variable denoted N(B). This de nition is illuminating and su cient for most applications, and the extension of this and other de nitions in this paper to point processes with multiple points is rather straightforward (viz. by viewing the counts N(B) as a counting process).
We say that X is stationary respective isotropic if its distribution is invariant under translations in R d respective rotations about the origin in R d . Stationarity and isotropy may be reasonable assumptions for point processes observed within a homogeneous study region, but it is important to evaluate these assumptions (Baddeley, M ller & Waagepetersen, 2000 , Baddeley, Turner, M ller & Hazelton, 2005 and M ller & Waagepetersen, 2006 = over the summation sign means that the sum runs over all pairwise di erent points u 1 ; : : : ; u n in X, and 1 ] is the indicator function. Throughout this paper we assume that (n) is locally nite and has a density (n) with respect to Lebesgue measure on R dn , where we call (n) the nth order product density. Intuitively, if u 1 ; : : : ; u n 2 R d are pairwise di erent, (n) (u 1 ; : : : ; u n ) du 1 du n is the probability of observing n points from X occurring jointly in each of n in nitesimally small regions of areas du 1 ; : : : ; du n and containing u 1 ; : : : ; u n .
The rst and second order factorial moment measures are most important for statistical inference, see e.g. M ller & Waagepetersen (2003 and . In particular, (A) = (1) (A) = EN(A) is the moment measure, and = (1) is the intensity (function). The pair correlation function is de ned by g(u; v) = (2) (u; v) (u) (v) ; (provided (u) > 0 and (v) > 0). This kind of normalizing is useful, since g 1 in the case of no interaction (see Section 2.3). We interpret g(u; v) > 1 as attraction between points of the process at locations u and v, and g(u; v) < 1 as repulsion at the two locations. Stationarity of X implies that we can assume that (u) is constant and g(u; v) = g(u ? v) is translation invariant, and if also isotropy holds then g(u; v) = g(ku ? vk) depends only on the distance between u and v.
Point Process Operations
We shall study three fundamental operations for spatial point processes.
First, suppose : R d 7 ! 0; 1] is a Borel function. An independentthinning of X is obtained by independent retaining each point u in X with probability (u). The intensity of the thinned process is (u) (u), while g is the same for the two processes.
Second, for points u in X, suppose m u is a random variable in R d with density p u with respect to Lebesgue measure, where conditional on X, the m u are independent. Then the point process X = fu + m u : u 2 Xg is produced (1) provided is locally integrable. If X is stationary and p u = p does not depend on u, then X is stationary with intensity = .
Third, the superposition of two point processes X and Y is their union X Y. Assuming the two processes are almost surely disjoint, the intensity of the superposition is given by the sum of intensities of the two processes.
These point process operations may be applied simultaneously. For example, Lund & Rudemo (2000) considers incomplete observations of tree positions from aerial photography data which are modelled by the combined e ects of thinning, random displacements, and superpositioning.
The Poisson Process
The most fundamental point process model is the Poisson process, which for any bounded Borel set B R d with (B) > 0 satis es that (ii) the points in X B are independent of N(B) and i.i.d. with density proportional to (u); u 2 B.
This description and the properties below easily extend to the case of a general intensity measure, which is not necessarily absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure (i.e. when the intensity function is not assumed to exist). Poisson processes are studied in detail in Kingman (1993) and Waagepetersen (2003) . In the stationary case, we have a homogeneous Poisson process, which is also isotropic. Realisations may appear to be rather chaotic with large empty space and close pairs of points, even when the Poisson process is homogeneous. Examples of simulated homogeneous and inhomogeneous Poisson point processes are shown in Figure 1 , where in the inhomogeneous case (the right plot) there is a decreasing log linear trend in the vertical direction. In the right plot of Figure 1 , we have that k = 2, z 1 1, and z 2 (u) = y is the second coordinate of u = (x; y).
General Description of Cox Processes
One natural extension of the Poisson process is to consider a non-negative process with intensity (Cox, 1955 3) is usually nonnegative.
The class of Cox processes is invariant under the basic point process operations. Speci cally, an independent -thinning of X is a Cox process driven by (u) (u). Furthermore, random independent displacements of the points in X produce a Cox process driven by
cf.
(1). Finally, the superposition of two Cox processes driven by independent processes 1 and 2 is a Cox process driven by 1 + 2 . 
Log Gaussian Cox Process
Suppose that log (u) = (u); u 2 R d where = ( (u)) u2R d is a Gaussian process with mean (u) = Ef (u)g and covariance function C(u; v) = Cov( (u); (v)). Then we call X a log Gaussian Cox process (LGCP) (M ller et al., 1998) . To ensure local integrability of (u), C has to satisfy certain mild conditions, which are satis ed for covariance models used in practice. Spatio-temporal extensions of log Gaussian Cox processes are studied in Brix & Diggle (2001) and Brix & M ller (2001) .
As an extension of the log linear model (2), we may have that (u) = z(u) T . Note that the LGCP is stationary if and only if we can take (u)
to be constant and C(u; v) = C(u ? v), and it is moreover isotropic if and only if we can take C(u) = C(kuk). Thus g and C are in a one-to-one correspondence, and the distribution of X is determined by specifying and C or equivalently and g. Usually, C > 0 so that g > 1, but there do exist covariance function which can be negative, making it possible that g(u; v) < 1, cf. M ller et al. (1998) .
Another advantageous property is that if we only observe X within a region W R d , then X W is speci ed by the Gaussian process restricted to W. Thus we have no problem with edge e ects.
Moreover, the class of LGCP's is closed under independent -thinning provided ( ) > 0, since f (u) + log (u)g u2R d is the underlying Gaussian process of the thinned process. On the other hand, the class is not closed under random independent displacements or independent superpositioning. (Waagepetersen, 2005) . A nice feature of the latter model is that the pair correlation function of X is the same for (5) and (6), i.e. it does not depend on the parameter , cf. Section 2.
Shot Noise Cox Process
A particular tractable case is a Neyman-Scott process (Neyman & Scott, 1958) , where the centre points form a stationary Poisson process with intensity A SNGCP with = 0 is the so-called Poisson-gamma process (Wolpert & Ickstadt, 1998 and Daley & Vere-Jones, 2003) . The left plots in Figure 4 show simulations of planar Poisson-gamma processes within 0; 1] 2 , with k(c; ) the density of N 2 (c; 0:001I) and ( ; ) equal to (15; 0:1) (upper left panel) or (7:5; 0:05) (lower left panel). The simulations are generated as described later, using a truncated random intensity \ (W ext ( ; 1)), where W ext W is an extended window and > 0 is a user-speci ed parameter. The right plots in Figure 4 show the corresponding realisations of \ (W ext ( ; 1)). Note that the intensity = is the same for the two sets of parameter values. With the small values of and we obtain fewer and larger clusters than when the larger values are used.
The class of SNCP's is often closed under the basic operations of point processes. More precisely, a -thinned SNCP, where is constant, is obviously a SNCP. Further, a displaced SNCP is itself a SNCP with clusters associated to centre points outside W may generate points of the shot noise Cox process within W. There is a perfect simulation algorithm which eliminates this problem (Brix & Kendall, 2002 and M ller, 2003b 
where ( j (u)) u2R d; j = 1; : : : ; k are independent zero-mean Gaussian processes with covariance function C 2 . As we shall see, both product densities and the density of X W are expressed in terms of a weighted matrix permanent, explaining why X is called a permanent Cox process with parameters = k 2 and C. The boson (or photon) process (Macchi (1971 (Macchi ( , 1975 , Grandell, 1976 and where the sum is over all permutations of 1; : : : ; n and # is the number of cycles. The usual permanent corresponds to = 1 (Minc 1978) . Weighted permanents are symmetric functions, and it is often convenient just to write
per C](x) for a nite set x = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g R d of n points. Moreover, we set per C](;) = 1.
We have is the correlation function. Consequently, g > 1. In particular, g ! 1 as ! 1, which is to be expected, since X can be viewed as the superposition of k independent copies of the permanent process with parameter k = 1. In some sense the process becomes close to a Poisson process as ! 1, since (u) converges almost surely to C(u; u) .
In order to specify the density of X W , we make the following assumptions. (11) Many other appealing properties are established in McCullagh & M ller (2005) . In particular, the density (11) can be extended to the noninteger case of 2 > 0 and the case where C is de ned in terms of a nonnegative symmetric functionC in a somewhat similar way as above (such extensions seem not to be Cox processes). For the extended process, the product densities are still of the form (9).
Moreover, as for LGCP's, edge e ects are not a problem, at least for permanent Cox processes, cf. (8) . From (8) we also obtain that the class of permanent Cox processes is closed under independent thinning and superpositioning. Speci cally, an independent -thinning is a permanent process with parameters and p (u) (v) C(u;v) 2 . Further, the superposition of two permanent processes with parameters respective 0 but the same C is a permanent process with parameters + 0 and C. On the other hand, random independent 
